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NetApp Insight 2018  

NetApp Insight® is NetApp’s premier, annual customer experience – a conference devoted to those who are data-driven 
and technology-curious, both internal and external to NetApp. Attendees include IT professionals, cloud architects, and 
developers among customers, partners and employees who are interested in how the latest NetApp® and partner 
solutions can help their organizations unleash the full potential of their data.  

There is a broad spectrum of roles who are helping accelerate digital transformation within customer organizations. From 
the executives and strategic leaders who are creating the vision and designing the architecture, to the technical experts 
who are on the front lines of managing and developing applications and offerings, NetApp Insight is the premier event to 
learn how data management solutions and technologies can drive better business outcomes and lead to individual 
success for every role within the organization. Through networking opportunities, exploring emerging trends, and in-depth 
technical training, attendees will learn how to work smarter and faster as they interact with subject matter experts in live 
training sessions and self-paced Hands-On Labs.  

With the NetApp Data Fabric, customers can innovate by unleashing the power of hybrid cloud data services, accelerate 
business outcomes by building private clouds, and modernize IT architecture with cloud-connected flash. NetApp Insight 
breakout sessions are aimed to support these IT imperatives by exploring the products, solutions and services needed to 
manage data within the data center and across hybrid cloud. 

Call for Sessions 

The call for sessions is directed toward experts both internal and external to NetApp. Each year we collect hundreds of 
outstanding submissions from which we narrow down to appx 200 sessions for both NetApp Insight Las Vegas and 
Barcelona. 

Content should be technical in nature, dealing primarily with topics surrounding digital transformation and the primary 
business objectives associated with NetApp products, solutions and services. Any session content that can be accessed 
for free elsewhere (for example, marketing, executive business center, or sales presentations) should be avoided. 

Please note: All entries are reviewed by the content team and track leaders exactly as you enter them into the call for 
sessions portal.  Due to the large number of submissions, be aware that not all sessions will be selected and submitters 
are not guaranteed a speaker role. 

To submit your session details CLICK HERE. Call for Sessions closes on May 8, 2018. 

Questions? Contact insight-content@netapp.com 

 

NetApp Insight 2018 Session  

Submission Guidelines   
 

 

https://netappinsight2018.smarteventscloud.com/portal/cfp/home.ww
mailto:insight-content@netapp.com
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Submission Guidelines 

 
Content Preparation 
 
To submit your session details click here. Call for Sessions closes on May 8, 2018. 

• All session details and presentations must be written in English, and presentations must be submitted in Microsoft 
PowerPoint (including any relevant notes that might be useful to attendees). 

• All titles must have initial capitals (e.g., "Backup and Recovery" and NOT "backup & recovery"). 

• Abstracts should be no more than 200 words and should include an overview of what you hope to accomplish in the 
session. Be specific. 

• Take the time to create well-written titles, abstracts, outlines, and the key takeaways for your submission. A well 
written proposal has a better chance of being selected. 

• All product names, company names and words, must comply with legal trademark requirements and not infringe on 
copyrights. 

• NetApp reserves the right to correct/amend submissions as necessary. 

• Submitted slides must adhere to the original submitted abstract that was confirmed by the steering committee. Once 
submitted, you will not be able to modify your abstract or title, so review carefully. 

• NetApp reserves the right to cancel the session if the presenter or presentation material has not been sufficiently 
prepared. 

• Due to the large number of sessions and duplicate sessions submitted, we cannot select every submission. Sessions 

will be selected in July, and the appropriate presenters will be selected and notified in August. 

• NetApp reserves the right to publish accepted session details or a recording of the presentation through an official 

NetApp web site. 

Presenter Information 
 

• Selection of a session does not guarantee the submitter will be selected as the session presenter. 

• Session presenters are required to complete all session preparation tasks, including walk-through, dry runs, and 
branding review.   

• Travel expenses are the responsibility of the selected session presenter. 

• Authors must agree to allow NetApp to provide copies of the presentation and recordings to NetApp employees, 
authorized NetApp partners, and NetApp customers or prospects (PPT or PDF format). 

• Selected presenters are required to sign a presenter agreement that outlines the expectations and deliverables 
associated with presenting at NetApp Insight.  

 
Next Step 
 
You will be notified no later than August 2nd if your proposal has been accepted. Notifications will also detail for which 
program you have been accepted for: Las Vegas, Barcelona, or both.  
  

https://netappinsight2018.smarteventscloud.com/portal/cfp/home.ww
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Important Content Dates 
The following dates apply to both the Las Vegas and Barcelona events:    
 
May 8, 2018 Call for Sessions Closes 
August 2, 2018 Notification of session selected 
August 2, 2018 Speaker Registration Opens 
August 9, 2018 Presenter agreement due 
August 17, 2018 Draft presentation due 
August 17, 2018 Walkthrough complete 
August 20, 2018 Dry runs start 
3 Days after Dry Run Presentation due for Branding Review (90% complete) 
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Session Content Types  
 
Breakout Sessions and Field Case Studies  
Submitted by: Employees and Partners Only 

 

Breakout session content includes topics such as business insights, technical introductions, products 
and solutions, services, tools, techniques and case studies. Content should not be available for free 
elsewhere, such as an executive business center, sales call, or online. It should not include any 
information about pricing, unreleased products or services, or unsupported products. 
 
Field Case Studies are delivered by NetApp employee or partner and highlight a particular customer or 
solution. Specific proof points should be shared, although the customer name can remain anonymous.  
 
If you have a customer interested in presenting, please use the ‘Customer Presented Sessions’ path. 
 

Customer Presented Sessions 
Submitted by: Customers (or employees on behalf of a customer)   

 

Customer Presented Sessions are an opportunity for our customers to share with the NetApp 
community a presentation about a recent implementation of a product or solution where NetApp was a 
major component of the solution.  Sessions are selected based on practical and creative experiences 
representing the customer’s journey from design to implementation (decision process, issue/problem 
obstacles, outcome, lessons learned). The NetApp customer must participate in the session with the 
help of a NetApp counterpart.   
 
There is no reimbursement of travel expenses. Customers will receive a conference pass to NetApp 
Insight and possible housing assistance (dependent on compliance review from speaker’s employer, 
NetApp Insight content review team, and subject to federal and local laws).  
 
Submitted sessions must have an identified customer presenter for consideration.   

 

Birds of a Feather  
Submitted by: Customers, Partners and Employees 

 
The purpose of Birds of a Feather (BOF) sessions is to explore an idea within a community of like- 
minded attendees. They are meant to be informal and interactive, run by a facilitator. The topics can 
range from industry trends to specific solutions or challenges. Presentations should be limited to 3-5 
slides.  
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Creating a Session Title and Abstract 
Use these tips to make sure your title and abstract get noticed. Make certain your proposal accurately reflects what you 
are trying to accomplish in the session. Highlight what makes your session invaluable, do your best to generate 
excitement, and avoid making a sales pitch. 
 

Title 
The session title is your first opportunity to invite readers to your program and might be the only description they read. An 
effective title encourages readers to review the abstract, while a poorly written title can cause readers to dismiss your 
session. Maximum length = 90 characters. 
 

• Use descriptive keywords to identify subject. 

• Be specific (keywords or product names can be used for future searches). 

• Refrain from using generalities or slang expressions. 

• Start with a benefit Example: Protect your data using…” 

• No more than 10 to 12 words. 

 
Example - Title 

• How NVMe and Storage-Class Memory Are Reshaping the Storage Industry 
 
For Customer Presented Session Titles, add the customer name before the title:  

• Acme Corp - NetApp Data Fabric drives Acme Corp Hybrid Cloud IoT.   
 

Abstract 
The abstract is a brief description of your presentation that offers readers an accurate picture of what the presentation will 
cover. Well written abstracts identify the purpose and intent of the session and are concise, organized and specific.  
Maximum length = 200 words. 
 

• Identify the major learning objectives and conclusions. 

• Write the abstract to your target audience. 

• Do not start your session abstract with “In this session you will learn” 

• Ask a peer to review. Does it make sense? 
 

Example - Abstract 
We will begin the session by explaining how modern computer systems speak to remote disks, and how and why we 
used the SCSI protocol for as many years as we did; then explain how these technologies are crippling modern 
storage media (SSD and SCM). From here, we will explore how this technology is being used today by NetApp, 
followed by an explanation of NVMe over data fabrics and how it could radically change storage architectures beyond 
simple speeds and feeds. 

 
Example - Key Takeaways 
1. Understand exactly how NVMe and SCM can improve storage systems. 
2. See how NetApp systems leverage this technology   
3. Learn how these technologies could radically change storage architectures. 

 
WHAT NOT TO DO    

• Lengthy Title – save the full description for the abstract. 

• Unclear Message - Describe what your session will address and knowledge they will walk away with. 

• No Review - Have someone review your title and abstract before submitting for clarity, grammar, and so on. 

• Boring –Title and abstract should engage your target audience. 

• Marketing Heavy – Your submission should not be a marketing pitch; this is a technical conference. 
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Tracks 
The NetApp Data Fabric empowers customers to modernize their storage and data management, build next generation 
data centers, and harness the power of the hybrid cloud. 
 
These 9 tracks represent use cases of where we help customers solve specific IT challenges.   

 

Tracks / Use Case Description Focus Areas 

 
Accelerate workloads and 
analytics 
 

Increase performance and reliability of 
business applications and derive value 
from data faster 
 

• ERP 

• Analytics 

• Database  
• Engineering and design 

• HPC 

• Vertical-specific workloads 

Protect and secure data 
 

Provide business continuity and meet 
data compliance requirements no matter 
where your data resides 

• Backup and recovery 

• Disaster recovery 

• Data security solutions 

• Data privacy solutions 

• Data compliance 

 
Gain data center efficiencies 
 

Optimize and consolidate your data 
center infrastructure to reduce cost and 
simplify operations 

• Backup to cloud 

Simplify and automate 
 

Increase levels of automation in the data 
center 

• Private cloud on VMware 

• Private cloud on OpenStack 

• End-user Computing / 

• VDI 

• Database / workload consolidation 

 
Build service provider 
infrastructure 
 

Help service providers build an 
infrastructure foundation for delivering 
cloud services 
 

• IaaS 

• PaaS 

 
Accelerate DevOps 
 

Accelerate application deployment and 
quickly give developers the resources 
they need by automating infrastructure 
provisioning, both on-premises and in 
the cloud 

• Containers Software development lifecycle: 
Config. Management, Code repositories 
CI/CD 

Optimize unstructured data 
 

Efficiently manage large content 
repositories across on-premises, 
distributed sites and cloud 

• Rich content management 

• Video surveillance 

• Distributed content management 

• IoT 

Integrate cloud data services 
 

Leverage the full value of your data by 
applying and protecting it among a 
choice of cloud resources 

• Cloud analytics 

• SaaS backup 

• Cloud tiering 

• Cloud backup 

• Cloud DR 

Deliver data insights and control 
 

Optimize how data is best applied, 
managed and protected across a choice 
of all resources 
 

• Infrastructure assessment and monitoring 

• Data profiling and modeling 

• Performance management and analytics 

• Capacity analytics 
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Technology Topics 

NetApp Insight focuses on several key themes and topics that represent initiatives within NetApp. These themes and 

topics are used throughout the event, including content selection and general sessions.   

Topic Topic Description 

Big Data Analytics 

The focus is on NetApp enterprise-class solutions for big data third platform 
workloads such as AI, Machine Learning, IoT using technologies like TensorFlow, 
Spark, Hadoop, NoSQL, and Splunk. We also cover how NetApp solutions solve 
complex data management challenges across edge, core and cloud for these new 
workloads using NetApp Data Fabric. 

Cloud Backup 
Learn how to automate movement of data across private and public clouds 
leveraging the AltaVault appliance.   See how you can protect your data by 
backing up to S3-compatible object storage environments. 

Converged Infrastructure 

This track presents sessions on NetApp converged systems. FlexPod®, Managed 
Private Cloud on FlexPod, NFLEXTM, Converged Systems Advisor and offerings 
with application workloads and management solutions for enterprise, hybrid, and 
service provider clouds. 

Customer Tools 

This track is for NetApp, partner, and customer IT professionals who deploy 
NetApp solutions. It focuses on in-depth sessions on the technical and 
operational aspects of Converged/Hyper-converged Infrastructure and shall 
include topics such as Data Fabric implementations and an overview of platform 
configurations, such as SolidFire.   The track will also cover approaches to data 
migration, performance analysis, and best practices. 

Data Protection & 
Continuance 

Learn how to maintain data availability, disaster recovery, and backup 
service levels with NetApp MetroCluster™, SnapMirror®, SnapLock®, and 
SnapVault® technologies. This track also includes data protection 
ecosystem partner solutions. Covered are NetApp SnapProtect® software 
and other partner solutions that include NDMP-based and cluster aware 
backup integrated solutions that protect enterprise applications and 
infrastructure.” 

Data Protection and 
Continuance (IDP) 

With growing enterprise data, it’s critical to protect and manage the data 
efficiently in the hybrid-cloud environment. This track covers data protection 
solutions and best practices from NetApp using SnapCenter® and also data 
protection solutions from our partners to protect enterprise applications and 
infrastructure across DataFabric. 
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Topic Topic Description 

Database & Business 
Applications 

Learn about NetApp solutions, products, and plug-ins for databases and business 
applications, including SAP, SAP HANA, NoSQL, and Oracle. The primary focus is 
on how these solutions leverage the NetApp flash portfolio and how they can be 
deployed and operated in a hybrid cloud world. Additional focus areas include 
database performance, best practices, data protection, and application 
integrations, including NetApp SnapCenter® software. 

DevOps & Open 
EcoSystems 

DevOps is a cross disciplinary approach to accelerating application development 
and deployment, often described as continuous integration and continuous 
deployment (CI/CD).  As organizations are being driven to respond to market and 
competitive demands faster and at scale, this has driven the adoption DevOps 
tools and practices.  In the DevOps track you will learn how NetApp has 
integrated its data management capabilities, platforms, API’s and the Data Fabric 
with the tools developers and infrastructure engineers use to accelerate 
application development and deployment.  Learn about NetApp’s growing 
ecosystem of DevOps partners and how NetApp helps customers to achieve their 
DevOps goals. 

E/EF-Series 

NetApp E-Series and EF-Series SANtricity® based hybrid and all-flash storage 
systems are purpose built for SAN or direct attached storage (DAS) to support the 
most demanding workloads. These systems are an optimal platform for analytics, 
backup and recovery, technical computing, and video surveillance. 

FAS/AFF 
Get in-depth coverage of the next-generation NetApp FAS and All Flash FAS 
controllers and converged back-end storage, including the latest about hardware-
related features such as advanced drive partitioning and triple-parity RAID. 

NetApp HCI and SolidFire 
Technology 

This track presents sessions for NetApp’s Hyper Converged Systems based on 
NetApp’s SolidFire® Storage technology. NetApp Hyperconverged Infrastructure 
(HCI) offerings allow easy deployment of application workloads and management 
solutions for enterprise cloud, hybrid cloud, and service providers. In addition 
learn about how SolidFire® technology enables advanced enterprises and service 
providers to build a next-generation data center. We will cover the NetApp HCI 
and SolidFire® architecture as well as how to sell, support, and operate NetApp 
HCI. Topics will range from an introduction of NetApp HCI and where it fits into 
the NetApp portfolio, to integrations with popular solutions such as VMware, 
Databases and Cloud Enabling Applications. 

Manageability 

Learn about new features and innovations that are available in NetApp ONTAP® , 
the industry’s leading enterprise data management software. Topics include 
efficiency, configuration, performance, and protocols. Learn how ONTAP works 
across the Hybrid Cloud to future-proof infrastructure and power the highest-
performance all-Flash AFF arrays. 
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Topic Topic Description 

Migration 

This track focuses on the tools, methodologies, and solutions that simplify moving 
to the NetApp Data Fabric for any customer and partner. We will have a special 
focus on moving from 3rd Party storage to NetApp solutions both on-prem and in 
the cloud 

NVMe and SAN Fabrics 
Learn how to use NVMe and SAN protocols to deliver dramatic improvements in 
predictable performance with high-availability, and ease of use for block-based 
workloads. 

OnCommand Insight 

Learn about simplified management and best practices for centralized and 
integrated management for clustered Data ONTAP by using the NetApp 
OnCommand® portfolio of products: Unified Manager, API Services, System 
Manager, and Workflow Automation. This track also covers global infrastructure 
management for multivendor and hybrid cloud IT architectures by using 
OnCommand Insight. Key solution areas include service level based management, 
a single interface for operational monitoring and performance management, and 
a single REST endpoint for partner integrations for end-to-end ecosystem 
enablement. 

ONTAP 

Learn about new features and innovations that are available in NetApp ONTAP® , 
the industry’s leading enterprise data management software. Topics include 
efficiency, configuration, performance, and protocols. Learn how ONTAP works 
across the Hybrid Cloud to future-proof infrastructure and power the highest-
performance all-Flash AFF arrays. 

ONTAP in the Cloud 

Learn how customers quickly deploy multi-protocol data management operating 
systems at our public cloud hyperscaler partners.  Covering ONTAP Cloud, Cloud 
Volumes and CloudSync,  we will explore how your data can take advantage of 
leading-edge deep learning and analytics services to deliver exciting new 
applications to your customers. 

Portfolio and Business 
Solutions 

This track covers how to optimize data management at scale for unstructured rich 
content such as video, images, audio, documents, and machine generated data.  
Courses include deep dives into the key verticals, use cases, architecture and 
delivery options (including software-defined, and NetApp engineered appliances), 
partner-integrated solutions, and differentiated capabilities of this scale-out, API 
centric, policy driven, on-premises cloud object storage solution. Welcome to 
your next generation datacenter. 

SaaS Backup 
Learn how customers preserve data by replicating to, from and within public 
clouds.  Your SaaS application data and your business are fully protected from 
inadvertent or intentional harm. 
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Topic Topic Description 

Security & Privacy 

The NetApp product portfolio offers an extensive set of security features, both 
natively and in partnership with third parties as part of the Data Fabric enabled 
by NetApp. NetApp products become part of your security solution, whether it’s 
part of a public, private, or hybrid cloud offering or in a traditional enterprise 
deployment, allowing you to address both your security and privacy controls. 

Service Provider 
Help service providers, hybrid VARS and enterprises understand the nuances of 
building an infrastructure foundation for delivering public or private cloud 
services 

Software Defined 

Software-defined storage, with the promise to deliver unprecedented flexibility 
and agility, has not only become the corner stone of the next-generation data-
center but is redefining the edge of the storage network. A consistent solution 
from the data acquisition at the extreme edge through the DC and to the cloud is 
a data management game changer.  This track covers NetApp solutions, case 
studies, best practices, and tools for building a commodity and specialized 
hardware based software defined infrastructure on premise. Learn how you can 
provide a public cloud like experience on premise using NetApp software-defined 
solutions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

StorageGRID Webscale 

This track covers how to optimize data management at scale for unstructured rich 
content like video, images, audio, document, and machine generated data.  
Courses include deep dives into the key verticals, use cases, architecture and 
delivery options (including software-defined, and NetApp engineered appliances), 
partner-integrated solutions, and differentiated capabilities of this scale-out, API 
centric, policy drive, on-premises cloud object storage solution - welcome to your 
next generation datacenter. 

Tools and Implementation 

This track is for NetApp, partner, and customer IT professionals who deploy 
NetApp solutions. It focuses on in-depth sessions on the technical and 
operational aspects of Converged/Hyper-converged Infrastructure and shall 
include topics such as Data Fabric implementations and an overview of platform 
configurations, such as SolidFire.   The track will also cover approaches to data 
migration, performance analysis, and best practices. 

Virtualization 

This track covers virtualization infrastructure best practices and tools. Use cases 
include: Server, desktop, storage, and network virtualization; High availability and 
mobility of virtual machines and workloads; Management, automation, and 
orchestration specific to these complex environments. 
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Purpose of your Session 
The session purpose explains to the attendee what type of content to expect from your session. 

 

 
Implementation & Support 

 

 
Content directed to those responsible for the implementation 
and support of a product or solution.  Covers best practices, 
lessons learned and resources. 
 

 
Product Overview 

 

 
An introduction to a topic or solution. Suitable for all levels. 

 

 
Future Vision 

 

 
Road map information and insights into current technology 
trends. 

 

 
Tips and Tricks 

 

 
Emphasis on lessons learned and best practices that cross 
product or solution boundaries. 
 

 
Industry Trends 
 

 
Visionary sessions that speak to current and emerging 
technology trends. 
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Technical Level 
Describes the technical depth of submitted session. 
 

Intro/Overview – Level 1 
Provides an overview of the key information/concepts needed to follow a conversation about the topic and to understand 
why these concepts are important. 
 
Examples: 

• NetApp virtualization solutions overview and best practices 

• Comparing blocks vs. file protocols 

• Explaining the basic features/benefits of a product  

• Basic understanding of data storage principles 
 

Intermediate – Level 2 
Enables an individual to handle common tasks in realistic situations. 
 
Examples: 

• Implementing VMware on NetApp (including alignment, migration issues) 

• Delivering detailed technical information (including design, layout, sizing, best practices, migration issues)   

• Demonstrating the solution’s impact on a specific business solution (including monetary benefits a CXO would 
appreciate)   

• Making sure of application up-time and troubleshooting 

• Space management/provisioning management 

• Capacity planning and performance 
 

Advanced – Level 3 
Enables an experienced individual to handle known but highly specialized and/or complicated tasks. 
 
Examples: 

• Designing and implementing an HA Oracle database solution (including the design and operating procedures for 
backup and disaster recovery) 

• Troubleshooting performance problems 

• Best practices in architecting a multi-application solution on a shared storage infrastructure 

• Strategies for using the Manage ONTAP® interface to create custom NetApp integration into a customer’s cloud 
environment 

• Planning of new rollouts and upgrades of applications 


